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Competition in the Commuter and Regional Rail Transport / Public Transport

Consulting for PTAs
TÜV Rheinland InterTraffic GmbH

TÜV Rheinland InterTraffic GmbH is an independent, global acting and recognised Service Company. With high efficiency and reliable on-time delivery we offer you:
- Reproducible deliverables
- Planning of efficient procurement processes
- Neutral consulting and project support

Our services are embedded in our entire portfolio. You will benefit from our experience with:
- Operators in local public transport and regional passenger rail transport
- Public Transport Authorities (PTA)
- Industry and financial institutions

Our Services for You

Awarding strategy - Sustainable Tenders - innovative and economically effective
- Identification of demand-optimised transport services
- Innovations - identification of trends on comparable European markets
- Awarding strategy and requirements

Awarding support - relief and efficiency during award procedure
- Supporting the creation of the bidding documents
- Project management and project management support of award procedure
- Supporting analysis, examination and assessment of bids

Controlling of traffic contracts - Participation, communication and risk reduction during commissioning and mobilisation
- Operational validations, bottleneck investigations and optimisations
- Support during contract management
- Support of mobilisation and "shadowing"
- Validations of schedules and cost estimates
- Link between contract strategy and contract control

Vehicle financing, procurement and asset management
- Technical assistance with model development
  - Contract design
  - Preparation of tender documents
- Modification of existing models on specific award procedures
- Technical support of the award procedure
  - Reply to bidder requests
  - Modification of documents
  - Participation in negotiations
- Carrying out the construction supervision, condition assessment and monitoring of the vehicles’ durability
  - Vehicle assessments
  - Vehicle inspections
  - Implementation and monitoring of information systems

Potential Fields for Support

- Capacitive and Strategic Stress Points
  - Invitation to tender and mobilisation
- Quality and Innovation
  - Sustainable tendering and performance
- Ensuring Efficiency
  - Contract control and participation

Potential Support Process

Contract planning → Tendering assistance → Mobilisation, commissioning, and control